Welcome to Climate Change Leadership 2019 (Course
Code: 1MV077)! We are very excited to have you with us.
Below is some important information about the course.
Please read through and contact us if you have any
questions. See you on the 21st of January!
Laila and Andre,
Course Coordinators
Registration Information:
To admitted students:
If you want to take the course register at
www.studentportalen.uu.se, which you can do from
December 31, 2018 until January 20, 2019. The
registration is the only action needed (the course doesn’t have a roll-call).
Students admitted with conditions:
Bring documents that confirms that you have fulfilled the requirements at the start of the
course. If you don’t fulfil requirements at the start of the course and want to discuss this
contact Director of Studies CEMUS.
Course start date and introduction
The introduction for the course is on Monday the 21st of January at 13.15 in Norrlands 1,
Geocentrum, Villavägen 16. Here, we will be presenting the course overview, explaining
examination and literature and responding to any questions you may have.
Course overview and learning outcomes
The teaching consists of lectures, seminars and workshops. The lectures are given by guest
lecturers from different academic disciplines and other relevant societal sectors. The
teaching method is based on active student participation and critical thinking.
On completion of the course, the student should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

critically relate to prerequisites, possibilities and limitations for a sustainable
leadership within the climate field;
from an environmental historical perspective critically compare different explanatory
models of how changes in the climate have influenced different societies;
interpret different theoretical models concerning the emergence of the industrial
society as a cause for anthropogenic climate change;
critically review and analyse global power relations and apply an equity perspective
on the climate change challenge;
analyse and interpret different theories of leadership, cooperation, organisation and
communication for a functioning climate change leadership;

•
•
•

explain the connections between climate change, conflicts and geopolitical power
relations;
analyse and evaluate different proposed solutions and their opportunities,
limitations and risks within the climate field;
apply skills within leadership, cooperation, organisation and communication
specifically connected to different contemporary and future scenarios within the
climate field.

Examination overview
The student is examined through written assignments before and active participation in
seminars (8 credits) and at the end of the course through written and oral presentation of a
larger project work (7 credits).
The examination and seminar dates and deadlines are attached to this welcome letter. They
will be explained in the course introduction session, uploaded on to Studentportalen and
emailed out to you as well.
Literature overview
Climate Change Leadership 2019 uses three course books:
Martusewicz, R. A. (2011) EcoJustice Education: Towards Diverse, Democratic and
Sustainable Communities, Routledge: Abingdon
Leiberman, B., Gordon, E. (2018) Climate Change in Human History: Prehistory to the
Present, Bloomsbury: London
Stoknes, P. E. (2015) What We Think About When We Try Not To Think About Global
Warming, Chelsea Green: White River Junction
Practical information
All information about the course will be available on Studentportalen. The course
coordinators offices can be found along the CEMUS corridor in Geocentrum, Villavägen 16,
Uppsala. Most lectures will take place in Norrlands 1 in Geocentrum, seminars will be held
in Kollaboratoriet, Östra Ågatan 19, Uppsala.
Course team
Laila Mendy: laila.mendy@cemus.uu.se
Andre Dutra: andre.dutra@cemus.uu.se
Susanna Barrineau (Course Resource Person): susanna.barrineau@uadm.uu.se
Welcome to Climate Change Leadership and welcome to CEMUS

